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Summary

Catalyst
The IT department is going through a significant and many would argue long overdue transformation.

At the heart of this are new emerging technologies such as AI, Quantum computing, and blockchain. 

The degree to which these technologies will deliver the business outcomes is less clear, and Omdia 

believes the outcomes are more closely linked to the maturity and culture of the organization, and 

matching these to the use of technology, rather than the technology itself. The IT operational 

activities (activities IT undertakes to ensure business users can perform their activities) span multiple 

disciplines, yet most organizations still have a team- or domain-centric approach to managing and 

orchestrating these. AIOps is an evolution of operational management that is reducing the 

complexity of modern hybrid and multicloud management tasks.

Omdia view
AIOps is a term that has been adopted by the market to define the way in which IT operations need 

to perform in digital enterprises. Omdia defines AIOps as the overarching technology that can bring 

all the management practices in IT together. This concept does not translate to a single person or 

team that can now perform all these activities, but instead a single view that can be obtained and a 

single control point. Many different AIOps solutions exist, but they do not all deliver on Omdia’s 

seven key characteristics: collaborative ease of use; platform-agnostic; data aggregation and 

correlation; compliance and anomaly detection; automation; metric-based analysis; and extensible.

The difference between AIOps and its predecessor IT operational analytics (ITOA) is that ITOA was 

purely focused on reporting and insights and failed to address the integration and automation 

aspects required. Omdia’s model for AIOps, has three core capabilities: IT operational management, 

automation, and agile development. Under these capabilities are all the sub-categories of 

management, including monitoring, reporting, and release management.

Key messages
 Netreo Cloud provides a SaaS solution that monitors private cloud, hybrid cloud, and 

multiple public clouds. 

 Netreo AIOps: Autopilot is an AIOps-based configuration compliance module that works with 

Netreo Cloud to reduce the signal-to-noise ratio of alerting from incorrect configurations 

 Netreo has developed a comprehensive roadmap for delivering automated AIOps solutions 

that enable increased IT administrator operational efficiency. 

Recommendations
New concepts that claim to be a silver bullet have failed to deliver fully on their promises, and AIOps 

is no exception. It is not a shrink-wrapped solution that can be deployed to automatically generate an

improvement in the performance of IT operations. Instead it is the application of AI to the different 
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activities IT performs, and by linking all these activities, sharing knowledge, and automating actions, 

AIOps can deliver. Achieving this requires the IT department to be honest in terms of its level of 

maturity and where it realistically expects to reach in the next 12 months by using AIOps.

Technology overview

Netreo is moving from on-premises infrastructure monitoring
to a fully integrated cloud-based AIOps solution
Netreo is a private equity-backed infrastructure management and monitoring company that was 

founded in 2000. It entered the AIOps market with a series of products based on its AI/ML patented 

technology. Netreo recently announced the GA of Netreo AIOps: Autopilot and Netreo Cloud, with 

other products scheduled to be released over the next 12 months. The Netreo suite has three 

phases: observe, analyze, and act. The observe phase is provided by its full-stack monitoring 

solutions developed over the past 20 years and now available as a cloud-based solution. The act 

phase includes the automation capabilities, while the analyze phase represents the AIOps solution 

modules Netreo is bringing to market.

Understanding how Netreo delivers simplified AIOps
The two recent AIOps-related solutions available are Netreo Cloud and Netreo AIOps:Autopilot. 

Netreo Cloud

Netreo cloud is a cloud-native monitoring solution delivered as SaaS to enable monitoring for any 

environment, including on-premises, hybrid, and cloud-native environments. The key advantage is 

the ability to monitor not only different cloud environments but also to monitor across different 

public clouds. Netreo has developed specific key capabilities that deliver visibility into how resources 

are mapped to applications and users. Omdia believes this capability is a significant strength because 

it enables a visualization of an organization’s entire IT estate including network, system, application, 

and device status. Netreo’s approach is mostly an automated capability that requires minimal 

configuration and management. The flexibility of the visualizations allows for automated topology 

mapping in a standard format as well as customization using organizational-specific approaches, such

as logical diagrams overlaid on a map of the location.

One of the most challenging aspects of cloud monitoring is the classification of alerts and the 

management of this information stream for IT administrators. Netreo uses the concept of known 

behaviors and will identify anomalies so IT administrators only receive the alerts that need to be 

investigated. Netreo Cloud also includes a process of managing incidents by validating and 

prioritizing notifications. Omdia believes this simple, yet effective, approach gives organizations a 

degree of control that can match its approach to risk management. One of the ways Netreo Cloud 

supports this flexibility is its baselining capability, where across different metrics it builds a profile of 

a compliant device/service. All this information is displayed in a dashboard that provides a single 

pane of glass view. However, to achieve this, any monitoring solution must have complete visibility of

everything in the environment, which is a capability Netreo Cloud provides.
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Netreo AIOps: Autopilot

Netreo AIOps: Autopilot is the first of a several AIOps modules that will take Netreo data and deliver 

specific solutions for the tasks IT administrators need to perform regularly. AIOps: Autopilot manages

the configuration settings and identifies issues that need resolution or investigation. It also 

automatically scans the environment every day and where possible will automatically correct any 

configuration issues it identifies. The issues identified but that have not been automatically fixed are 

reported back to IT administrators as either issues that could be fixed automatically but for some 

reason were not, or as issues that could not be automatically fixed and need more investigation. 

AIOps: Autopilot focuses on several areas of configuration management. First, it uses best practice to

identify configuration inconsistencies. Second, it identifies sources generating excessive alerts and 

uses statistical techniques to baseline configurations. Third, it performs data validation checks to 

ensure it is collecting the correct data from each type of device. Fourth, it checks the credentials of 

the monitored environments to ensure these are correct for the operations being performed. Finally, 

it evaluates the system-level setup settings such as domain names to ensure these are correct.

Appendix

Methodology
Omdia conducts a series of vendor briefings on the products and services a vendor offers. These 

briefings are combined with existing Omdia research and data Omdia. Any report is also peer 

reviewed by other Omdia analysts.

Further reading
AIOPs Transforming the Role of IT: INT003-000319 (March 2019)

Author
Roy Illsley, Chief Analyst, Enterprise IT

askananalyst@omdia.com

Citation Policy
Request external citation and usage of Omdia research and data via  citations@omdia.com.

Omdia Consulting
We hope that this analysis will help you make informed and imaginative business decisions. If you 

have further requirements, Omdia’s consulting team may be able to help you. For more information 

about Omdia’s consulting capabilities, please contact us directly at consulting@omdia.com.
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Copyright notice and disclaimer
The Omdia research, data and information referenced herein (the “Omdia Materials") are the 

copyrighted property of Informa Tech and its subsidiaries or affiliates (together “Informa Tech”) and 

represent data, research, opinions or viewpoints published by Informa Tech, and are not 

representations of fact.

The Omdia Materials reflect information and opinions from the original publication date and not 

from the date of this document. The information and opinions expressed in the Omdia Materials are 

subject to change without notice and Informa Tech does not have any duty or responsibility to 

update the Omdia Materials or this publication as a result.

Omdia Materials are delivered on an “as-is” and “as-available” basis. No representation or warranty, 

express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the 

information, opinions and conclusions contained in Omdia Materials.

To the maximum extent permitted by law, Informa Tech and its affiliates, officers, directors, 

employees and agents, disclaim any liability (including, without limitation, any liability arising from 

fault or negligence) as to the accuracy or completeness or use of the Omdia Materials. Informa Tech 

will not, under any circumstance whatsoever, be liable for any trading, investment, commercial or 

other decisions based on or made in reliance of the Omdia Materials.
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